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CO-AUTHORSHIP:
tracking the life 
cycle of a piece 



As performance makers, we are constantly experimenting with co-authorship as 
both a philosophy and a practice. We create narratives shaped by multiple 
people, functioning as a group of storytellers under a collective and radical 
mission to envision alternate futures.

In 2018, Ninth Planet and Brandi Burgess entered an artistic partnership in In 2018, Ninth Planet and Brandi Burgess entered an artistic partnership in 
order to deeply examine these concepts through the process of making a 
new performance. The exchange between us was supported by a Network 
of Ensemble Theatres Exchange Grant and matching support from Imagina-
tion Worldwide. 

The hypothesis of this project was to transform this vision for collaboration 
into a practical model of working. Through this method of performance 
making, there is no piece that does not belong to the collective. All raw 
materials have been interpreted, touched, or influenced by the entire en-
semble.

This started with our source material: the collected writings of Francesca 
Lia Block, mainly her novel series “Dangerous Angels”. Inspired by the 
complexities of young people finding themselves and their chosen 
family while reckoning with love and loss, we began creating our new 
work, Honey Honey.

Our work began with the core group of 4 writers, a title which morOur work began with the core group of 4 writers, a title which mor-
phed to be called “co-editors” to more specifically honor the nature 
of our creation.

This group of 4, collaborating in horizontal leadership began mining 
themes and personal reactions and reflections from the source ma-
terial.

From those reflections, we designed writing prompts and sugges-
tions of characters and worlds and moments of action.

We did many of those prompts ourselves, some with deliberate 
intention, some with random selection of various ingredients. This 
brought us to our first collection of materials.

Next, we were joined by our devisers and musicians. We com-
munally built a list of guiding principles for our making process, 
focused around honoring the individual while maintaining a 
shared sense of creation. 
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These principles allowed for shared ownership, but also the agency to with-
draw an individual contribution if it felt too vulnerable. This withdrawing right 
was accompanied with gentle challenges, to attempt to find some element of 
the work that could potentially remain in the “compost”. 

For example, if a certain name was developed by an artist and that creator 
did not wish it to move forward, a name change could be incorporated to 
honor that piece without it becoming a trigger or invasion. This allowed us 
to make work freely and approach everything as if it was both sacred and 
disposable.

The collaborators used our prompts and writings and lists of ingredients The collaborators used our prompts and writings and lists of ingredients 
to create their own offerings. Material was written, sung, danced, com-
posed, performed. We tracked every contribution by giving it a title, re-
cording it, and archiving it in our creation drive. The group offered re-
flection and feedback for every piece created, which often led to its next 
iteration or edit.

From there, we began proposing “mash-ups”, combining multiple of-
ferings to create entirely new pieces, or perhaps a more cohesive of-
fering on a previous idea.

After our first two weeks with collaborators, the four co-editors met 
again. We reviewed all materials and from that pile made more sug-
gestions and prompts. We were joined by our young collaborators 
who, without much introduction to the actual materials, but rather an 
in-depth exploration of our model of co-creation, began respond-
ing and creating and adding to the pile.

For our second workshop with young collaborators, devisers and 
musicians, this work continued, this time with more blurred lines 
of ownership, and this time with devisers taking on musician 
roles, and musicians the roles of movers and writers.

At the end of our second workshop, we had made over 200 in-
dividual offerings, all influenced by the group through 
mash-ups, reflection, or collaborative making.

No piece belonged to one person, all pieces belonged to ev-
eryone. 

On the following pages, you will find the journey of a two 
specific pieces, tracing the work from “inception” to its cur-
rent state of “completion.”
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the 
life 
cycle 
of a 
piece

THEME: Cotton candy cult wonderland

MUSIC: CULT CANDY

movement + song: cotton candy robot 

WORK-IN-PROGRESS SHOWING: 
COTTON CANDY CULT WONDERLAND

movement + song: IF YOU SEE 
SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING

LYRICS: jingle

EXAMPLE

A
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When asked to create a duet using 
recently made material with musician 
Rachel Ishikawa, Paloma uses ele-
ments from I'm Not Very Good At 
Destroying Things and her Starlet 
writing to create a new composition, 
spoken into a microphone over Ra-
chel’s music; while  musician Kiki 
Rodriguez works with Nia to add a 
musical score to the piece Too 

Much Tummy.

When asked to create a duet using 
recently made material with musician 
Rachel Ishikawa, Paloma uses ele-
ments from I'm Not Very Good At 
Destroying Things and her Starlet 
writing to create a new composition, 
spoken into a microphone over Ra-
chel’s music; while  musician Kiki 
Rodriguez works with Nia to add a 
musical score to the piece Too 

Much Tummy.

In the final phase of this workshop, we 
shared some of our new material 
through an invited work-in-progress 
showing. To investigate resonance and 
narrative possibilities, the co-editors 
proposed combinations. Nia, Paloma, 
and Jacqueline performed Another 
Mouth before Paloma joined Rachel to Mouth before Paloma joined Rachel to 
perform You’re Such a Good Listener. 
This final stage created a new sense of 
relationship between the characters that 

had begun to emerge.

In the final phase of this workshop, we 
shared some of our new material 
through an invited work-in-progress 
showing. To investigate resonance and 
narrative possibilities, the co-editors 
proposed combinations. Nia, Paloma, 
and Jacqueline performed Another 
Mouth before Paloma joined Rachel to Mouth before Paloma joined Rachel to 
perform You’re Such a Good Listener. 
This final stage created a new sense of 
relationship between the characters that 

had begun to emerge.

JULY 14th | TEXT: Foster

July 20th | MOVEMENT: Good

July 21st | TEXT:  Starlet NOVEMBER 4TH | TEXT, MUSIC + 
MOVEMENT: ANOTHER MOUTH

July 21st | MOVEMENT + MUSIC:
You're Such a Good Listener

NOVEMBER 17TH | WORK - IN - PROGRESS:
ANOTHER MOUTH / You're Such a Good 

Listener

July 18th | MOVEMENT: Too Much Tummy July 19th  | TEXT: Letter 
from a Washed Up Starlet 

JULY 18th | SOURCE MATERIAL: 
Creature Illustration by Magda Boreysza

Creature Illustrations by MAGDA BOREYSZA

JULY 17th | TEXT: I’M NOT VERY GOOD
AT DESTROYING THINGS

EXAMPLE
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find out more about our work: ninthplanet.org

CREDITS
writing . . . . . . . brandi burgess

design . . . . . .  nia benjamin

photos. . . . . .   brandi burgess

                   jeremy gable
                   sam tower

                   sam tower
                   kenzi crash
                   koof ibi

                   nia benjamin

HONEY HONEY creative team: anthony martinez-briggs, 
sav souza, emily johnson, paloma irizarry, jackie soro, nia
benjamin, kiki rodriguez, rachel ishikawa, jacqueline 
constance, jeremy gable, sam tower, brandi burgess, 

nic labadie-bartz  

In 2018, Honey Honey received major support from


